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Developing visual directors with a producer's mind
Characteristics

Cultivating cross-cultural minds in the field of image arts
●To cultivate the ability to comprehensively and structurally analyze, and flexibly examine with a multifaceted perspective, the ever-diversifying and expanding world of image arts within the
comprehensive environment of Ritsumeikan University.
●Rather than cultivating learners with a narrow scope of expertise and skills focused on one field, to develop a multifaceted perspective and acquire a high expertise complete with skills, abilities
and knowledge that can be applied to a wide range of uses, and the ability to responsively adapt to changes replete in the culture of visual arts.
●To identify issues demanded by society, research them, and deepen individual studies, creative projects and developments.

Curriculum

01 Combining theme/project-based production and research with discipline research studies
●Introductory and foundational courses are arranged to allow students who already have a basic understanding of image arts to be able to carry out research activities at an early stage, and if
necessary, acquire and supplement basic knowledge and learning in a concentrated environment.
●Curriculum courses link together in a complex relationship.

“Theme / project” courses

"Discipline research" courses

●Students set their own theme for a creative or research project.
●Courses such as "Introduction to Image Arts" and "Image Arts Research Theory" offer students fundamental knowledge
for creative projects and research, and "Project Training" prepares students for the master's thesis or master's project.

02 The Five Learning Zones

Game Entertainment Zone

By establishing the five “Subject Zones” of Film Arts, Game
Entertainment, Creative Technology, Content Business Management,
and Society and Images, the curriculum is such that allows for
research, production, and development in the composite field
of“Visual Images” while realizing one’s own pathway of study.

Learn the knowledge and skills for
creating cutting-edge entertainment for
hardware, software, and services in a
knowledge-based society.

Game
Entertainment

Creative Technology Zone

Video Games

Film Arts Zone

Learn about production, as well as the
relevant theory and history, for the creation
of live-action film and CG animation works
as a means of expression.

Gameplay
User-Generated Content

Film Arts
Film

CG Animation

Video Recording
Archiving

Society and Images Zone

Question the value and meaning of visual
images in the context of how they relate
not only to modern society, where they
are pervasive, but to past and future
societies as well. Create and research
images within, about, and for society.

03 Advisory committee
Interview

●Classroom courses and hands-on courses teach
students the knowledge, analysis methods,
skills and abilities necessary for diverse image
arts research projects.

Society
and
Images

Media Arts

Creative
Technology

Virtual Reality
Human Interface

Content Business

Gain academic skills related to engineering and art, based on information and
media technology.
Create media representations by learning
content and technology together in
unified form, in combination with new
technological development.

Creative Industry
Global Management

Content
Business
Management

Content Business Management Zone
Gain specialized knowledge about the
visual media industry and all the related
business areas with an eye on contributing to society and the rest of the world.

For both master's thesis and master's project/review, each deliverable will be assigned one
advisory committee consisting of two faculty members and one graduate student.

Middleware development in gameplay - “Games that people can play together”
Takahiro TSUDA Sophomore (AY2018), Graduate School of Image Arts, Ritsumeikan University

My research topic is “Games that people can play together.” My true desire is to create games that families and friends can actually get

together and have lots of fun playing, even in this age where online video games are everywhere. Undergraduate studies had taught me
how much fun it could be to produce thing as a team, and I wanted to research more, and create more, so I decided to go on to graduate
school. My desire to create something fun is my motivation for the research. After finishing my studies, I want to create “products that
inspire strong feelings in people” as a planner in the gaming industry.
Also, in August 2018 I participated in Replaying Japan 2018: The 6th International Japan Game Studies Conference, held in Nottingham, UK,
where I exhibited a demo.
The best thing about the Graduate School of Image Arts is that there is so little distance between the students and the professors, with an
environment where they quickly give us instruction whenever there is something we want to know. The multiple-instructor system also
allows us to incorporate diversified perspectives in perfecting our works. I strongly feel that with what I learn here, I will definitely be able
to pioneer new worlds.

